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PREFACE 
The subject of dielectric strengths of-paint films was studied 
by John Gustafson described in his thesis, il])ielectri~ Strength of 
. . 
Some Anti-Corrosive Paint Filmsn(Z) The reader is referred to this. 
thesis, which is available at the Missouri School of Mines Library, 
for a literature review of previous work in related fields •. 
It is assumed that the reader has a-knowledge of progrannning 
digital computers. The reader is referred to "Notes on Fixed Point 
Programming" by Ralph E. Lee, which is available at the Missouri 
School of Mines Computer C~nter. 
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I. IN'IRODUCTION 
Corrosion has been one of the costly problems to industry 
because each year losses due ~o corrosion are in excess of six billion 
dollars ( .7 ) • Corrosion is caused by the tendency of a11 · metals to 
become oxidized and return to their natural state~· Oxidation .:may be 
suppressed by restraining the flow of electrons from the system, 
thereby inhibiting corrosion. 
One effective means to prevent rusting is by applying a barrier 
of paint between the system and the corrosive atmosphere. Not aJ.l 
paints, however, are equally effective as corrosion inhibitors. At 
present, the only effective means of determining the corrosion resis-
tant ability of a coating is to paint a test panel, of the metal to be 
protected, and expose it to the corrosive forces of nature. This is 
not only costly but time consuming. It would be desirable., ·therefore, 
to have a ~apid means whereby a coating could be tested effectively 
for its ability to reduce rusting. 
Sine~ corrosion involves the flow of electrons., and since 
electricity also involves the flow of electrons, the dielectric 
strength., which is a qualitative measure of the resistance to flo~ of 
electrons, may be a useful means to determine the eff~ctiveness of an 
anti-corrosive paint. 
The purpose of this investigation was to determine whether 
. . 




The experimental sectio~ of this thesis is divided into the 
following sections: (1) Purpose of inve~tigation, (2) Plan of 
investigation, (3) Materials and equipment used, (4) Method .of 
procedure, (5) Data and results·, and (6) Discussion of calcula-
tions. 
Purp?se of Investigation 
The purpose of this investigation was to determine .whether 
different anti-corrosive coatings showed varying dielectric strength 
values. 
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Plan of Investigation 
The general plan of investigation wa$ as follows: 
1) Modification of existing equipment used by Gustafson( 3 ) in 
order that thicker films than previously investigated could be tested 
and also·to make determinations at constant temperature and humidity. 
2) Testing of ·the anti-corrosive paints to obtain breakdown 
voltage. 
3) Correlation of data using high speed digital computer. 
Modification of the Electrical System. Since it was planned to 
· Study films that were thicker. than those previously investigated ( 5 ) ; 
it became necessary to modify the existing circuit in order that high-
er voltages could be produced. 
~e 7,500 volt.transformer in the old circuit was replaced by 
one with a capacity o~ 15,000 volt. 
The system was then examined to determine if all components 
could withstand the voltage increase •. It was found that the filter 
needed modification since it.had a capacity of only 8,000 volts. 
The filter of the previously used circuit consisted of two 
8,000 volt condensers connected in parallel between ground and the 
circuit. Since the voltage rating of condensors is additive if they 
are connected in series, the two 8,000 volt condensers were connected 
in series between ground and the circuit, thus providing a voltage 
capacity of 16,000 volts. A shunt resistance of 4 megohms was then 
connected as a bypass around each condensor. 
The voltage divider por.tion of the system was modified by add-
ing an additional socket. Between the socket and the existing circuit 
were placed three 2-megohm resistors. This permitted an increase of 
resistance by steps of one megohm in_the range of Oto 11 megohms. 
A diagram of the modified circuit is given in Figure 1. 
It was found.later that the voltage probe, as used by Gustafson,(4) 
was adequate only at low voltages.· When the breakdown voltage was 
above.s,ooo volts, tracking on the masonite template occured. This is 
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shown in Figure 2. A new probe was designed that eliminated the ma-
sonite template during the measurements. A ball bearing was used as · 
a probe, held in place by a pocket magnet. The magnet portion was 
bored slightly in order to make a good seat for the ball bearing. The 
metal body of the magnet holder was then clipped to the high voltage 
side of the circuit and the whole apparatus was supported by a poly-
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Figure 2: Masonite.Template Illustrating Tracking 
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Figure 3: High-Voltage Probe 
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Materials 
Calcium Nitrate. Obtained from the storeroom of the Department 
of Chemical Engineering, Missouri School of Mines, Rolla; Missouri. 
Used in saturated solution to maintain constant humidity. 
Paint Fonnulations. The paints used in this research were some 
of those used in Corrosion Project No. 1, undertaken at the North 
Dakota Agricultural College and continued at the Missouri School of 
Mines and Metallurgy for the Corrosion Conunittee of the Federation of 
Societies for Paint Technology. The following were tested: 
Grey Epoxy Ester Finish Coat (Shell Ref. No. 456-19) 
Grey Linseed Oil Type Finish Coat (DuPont Ref. No. 2050, 
Fed. Spec. TT-P-102, ,Ammendment 2, Class B) 
Grey Phenolic Type Finish Coat (Devoe and Raynolds Ref. NoG 
ML 1892, Structural Steel Council Specification No. 9). 
Red Lead Alkyd Primer (Rinched-Mason Ref. No. XR-8952, Fed. 
Spec. TT-0-86a, Type III), 
Red Lead Epoxy Ester.Primer (Shell Ref. Noo 456-19) 
Red Lead Oil Primer {DuPont Ref. No. XE-5259, Fed. Spec. 
TT-P-86a, Type I). 
Formulations are given in Tables 1 and 2. 
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TABLE I 
Formulations of Primers 
Paint Type Oil Alkyd Epoxy Ester 
Red Lead Oxide 77.04% 64.09% 56.30% 
.Aluminum Stearate 0.29 0.25 0.26 
Soya Lecithin (50%) 0.17 
Raw Linseed Oil 11.32 
Pale Heat Bodied Linseed Oil 3 .. 54 
Mineral Spirits 7.47 6.15 8.00 
Co~alt_Naphthenate (6%) 0.10 0.10 
Lead Naphthenate (24%) O.ll 
Manganese_Naphthenate (6%) 0.06 
Diatomaceous Silica 5.30 
Aluminum Silicate 0~20 
Alkyd_Resin {Beckosol P-671) 29.31 
Epon Ester S-8 Resin 25.80 
Butyraldo.xime 0.10 0.04 
100.00%" 100 •. 00% 100.00% 
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TABLE II 
Formulations of Finishes 
Paint Type Oil Phenolic Epo:xy Ester Vinyl 
Titanium Dioxide 7.35% 10.76% 26.66% 12.00% 
Lamp Black 0,26 0.24 
Ultramarine Blue 0.43 
White Lead 20.40 
Zinc Oxide 16.49 30.72 3.00 
Magnesium Silicate 19.34 
Anti-Oxidant 0.09 
Phenolic Varnish 55.86 
Bodied Linseed Oil 5.83 
Raw Linseed Oil 23.44 
Mineral Spirits 6.79 40.00 
Toluene 1.28 34 .. 50 
Cobalt Naphthena.te (6%) 0.17 0.02 
Lead Naphthenate (24%) 0,24 0.43 
Manganese Naphthena.te ( 6%) Ool2 
Chrome Yellow 0.12 
Bakelite Vinyl Resin VIHH 16.00 
Epon Ester S-8 Resin 30.00 
Tricresyl Phosphate 3.00 
Methyl Isobutyl Ketone 34.50 
100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 
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Equipment 
Ball Bearings. 1/4" st"eel, high polish, obtained from Rolla 
Motor Parts, Rolla Missouri. Used as tip on high voltage probe. 
Ball Mill. Size 24, serial number CK 59120; u. S. Stoneware, 
Akron, Ohio. Used to mix vinyl paint. 
Ball Jar. No. P-1451-RA., obtained from the Paint Chemistry 
storeroom., Missouri School of llines and. Metallurgy. Used as con-
tainer for mixing vinyl paint on ball mill. 
Constant Temperature-Humidity Cabinet. As constructed by 
E o R. Dille. Available in the Paint Chemistry laboratory, Missouri 
School of Mines and Metallurgy. Used to furnish an atmosphere of 
constant temperature and humidity. 
Computer. LPG-30., Royal-McBee, Digital., Available in the 
Missouri School of Mines and Metallurgy Computer Center. Used to aid 
in calculations. 
Dry Cells. 1 1/ 2 volt obtained from Physical Chemistry store-
room, Missouri School of Mines and Metallurgy. Used as power supply 
for the heater elements in vacuum tubes. 
Illuminated Magnifier. Model F-193, Lafayette Radio Elec-
tronics, 111 Jericho Turnpike, Syosset; Long Island, New York, used 
as an·aid in re~ding micrometer. 
Pocket· Magnet. Obtained from Firestone, Rolla, Missouri. 
Used to control input voltage to transformer. 
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Recorder. Brown Electronik, model 153-X71V-X-30, amplifier 
no. 351959-7, converted to Oto lOO·millivolt range, 110 volt, 60 
cycle, 0.60 ampere, 60 watts, serial no. 589434, Minneapolis Honey-
well Company. Used to record breakdown voltages. 
Relative Humidity Gage. Model 201, Serdex Inc., Boston, Mass-
achusetts. Used to determine relative humidity in humidity cabinet. 
Resistors. 2 megohm 1% obtained from the-storeroom of Missouri 
School of Mines Department of Chemistry. Used to increase range of 
voltage divider, and as a shunt resistance around condenser in recti-
fier cabinet. 
Speed Reducer Moter. Type NSI-33R, 110 volt, 60 cycle, Single 
phase, Continuous Duty, 0.010 H.P., 37.5 revolutions per minute, 30:l 
ratio, Bodine Electric Company Chicago, Illinois. Used to control 
application of voltage with powerstats. 
Spray Gun. Type JGA-502, no. 79893, Nozzle ho. 30, DeVilbliss 
Company Toledo, Ohio. Used to apply wet paint film to panels. 
Steel Panels. 1/4" X 8".X 1'0", Paint Chemistry storeroom of 
Missouri School of Mines and Metallurgy. Used as a substrate upon 
which paints were applied. 
Transformer. 60 cycle, 115 volt primary, 15,000 volt secondary, 
catalogue no. 1530, West Gate Industries, St. Clair, Missouri. Used 
to transform line voltage to breakdown voltage. 
Voltage Rectifier System. As constructed by Gustaf son. Avail-
able in Paint Chemistry laboratory, Missouri School of Mines and Met-
allurgy. Used to convert aJ.ternating current to direct current. 
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Method of Procedure 
Determination of Dry: Paint Film Thickness Using the Pneu-
matic Thiclmess Gage. The apparatus as constructed by Gustafson(3 ) 
was used and the following procedure was adapted for all thickness 
determinations. 
1) .All traces of oil and dust were removed from the steel 
panels with methanol. 
2) The masonite template (Figure 2) was placed on the panel 
with the reference point on the same end as the stamped identifica-
tion mark. The left edge of the steel panel (identification mark 
at the top) and the left edge ·of the template were aligned. The 
left bottom corners were also aligned. 
3) The template was secured with clamps. 
4) The reference point and the twenty-five test points were 
marked using a non-conductive marking pen~il. 
5) The template was removed. 
6) The air line was connected to the rotameter. 
7) The system was allowed to equali:z.'e for about twenty ~"""'. 
utes with a glass panel under the head. 
8) The glass panel was replaced with the steel panel and 
the panel positioned so that the reference point was under the head, 
9) The system was allowed ~o equalize for about five min-
utes. 
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10) Using a magnifying glass, the micrometer was set to 
843. mils. 
11) The support ~egs were adjusted so that a reading _of 
1.50 was obtained on the rotameter scale. 
12) The support legs were not re-adjusted during the -re~ 
mainder of the measurements of the panel. 
13) The position panel was changed so t4at the first test 
point was under the head. 
14) The rotari:J.eter reading was recorded. If the flQat was 
off the scale the micrometer setting was adj~sted, in increments 
of .001 inches so that the float was within the i:otameter scale. 
15) Steps 13 and 14 were repeated for each of the remain-
ing test points. 
16) The panel was removed and the glass panel replaced. 
17) A small piece of paper was taped over the reference 
point and the remainder of the markings were removed. 
18) The back of the panel was covered with paper to protect 
it from overspray. 
19) A piece of cellophane tape was placed over the identi- · 
fication mark on the panel. 
20) After the panel had be~n coated and the coating dried, 
the protective paper was removed from the reference point. 
21) Steps 1 through 16 were repeated with the painted panel. 
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Coating of the Steel Panels. The following procedure was 
followed.for the coating of the panels. 
1) The paint to be tested was thoroughly mixed; strained, 
and thinned to 60 Krebbs units using the solvent indicated in the 
tormulation of the paint. 
2) The compressed air valve to the spray gun was opened 
,and the pressure adjusted to 40 pounds per square inch. 
3) The panel was placed in an .upright position _on the 
support in the hood. 
4) The panel was sprayed with the paint to be tested. 
5) The panel was placed on a level surface to dry. 
6) The spray gun was cleaned with the solvent used in the 
paint formulation. 
7) The compressed air was turned off and the pressure in 
the system was released by pressing the trigger of the spray gun. 
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Determination of Breakdown Voltage. _The following procedure 
was followed during the determination of the breakdown voltage. 
1) The tape was removed from the identification.mark on the 
panel. 
2) The panels were placed in the constant huntj.dity cabinet. 
3) The panel was allowed to come to equilibrium with the 
atmosphere in the cabinet, for a minimum period of twen:ty-four 
hours. 
4) The amplif1er on the recorder was allowed to warm up for 
about twenty minutes. 
5) The switch on the rectifier was turned on. 
6) The drive switch on the recorder was turned on. 
7) The calibration switch on the recorder was pressed. 
8) Using the polyethylene gloves in the humidity cab:inet., 
the ground ·clip was connected .to the steel panel at the point where 
the panel had been protected by cellophane tape. 
9) The electrode was placed on the spot to be tested. 
10) The ground wire and the electrode wire were connected to 
the proper place on the rectifier cabinet. 
li) The proper number of resistors was placed in the circuit. 
12) The switches on the powerstats were turned· on. 
13) The motor drive on the powerstat was turned on. 
14) The ·motor was allowed to increase the voltage until 
breakd9wi.J... was indicated by _a sharp reversal of the recorder -pen. 
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15) The switch on the powerstat was turned off. 
16) Th~ drive moter on the powers tat was turned ·off. 
17) The reversing switch on the drive moter was- turned to 
the reverse position. 
18) The drive inoter was turned on and al.lowed .to operate 
lllltil the powerstat was in the zero position. 
19) The reversing switch was returned to-the forward posi-
tion. 
20) The ·position numb~r was recorded on the recorder sheet 
opposite the line made by the recording pen. 
21) Steps 9 through 20 were repeated for the remaining 
twenty-four spots~ 
22) The temperature and relative humidity during the test 
was recorded on the recorder sheet. 
23) The panels were removed from the cabinet and the paint 
removed with paint remover. 
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Data and Results. 
The data and results are given in tabular form in tables 3, 
4, s, 6, 7, s, 9, and 12. A plot of dry film thickness vs. break-
down voltage for each type of coating is given in figures 4, 5; 6, 
7, s, 9, and 10 for the sake of easy comparison, composit plots 
are given in figures 11 and 12. 
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TAB IE III 
Dielectric Strength 
Alkyd Primer 
Rota.meter Readi~ Dry Film Resistance Breakdown Voltage Dielectric 
Before After Thickness in circuit Strength 
Pa_inting Painting recorded calculated 
(A) (B) (A-B) (c) (D) (20)(C)(D) Vol ts/lOOO(A-B) 
mils- mils mils megohms rrwL2 volts kvlmil 
12.95 9.10 3.85 8 . 21.6 3456 .90 
13.13 9.26 3.87 8 18.7 2991 .77 
13.55 9.85 3.70 6 22.0 2640 .71 
13.28 9.85 3.43 6 40.5 4860 l.4g 
13.72 10.15 3.57 -6 48.2 5783 1.62 
14.40 10.50 3.90 8 17.4 2783 .71 
14.44 10.52 3.92 8 24.9 3983 1.02 
15.40 ll.88 3.52 8 21.5 3440 .98 
15.20 11.68 3.52 8 32.0 5120 1.45 
14.oo 10.09 3.91 8 26.0 4160 1.oS 
14.o8 10.02 4.cx5 8 39 • .6 6336 1.56 
14.20 10.43 3.77 8 37.4 5983 1~59 
14.95 11.22 3.73 8 28.7 4591 1.23 
12.66 8.80 3086 8 30.4 4863 1.26. 
12.79 8.50 4.29 8 33~2 5311 1.24 
·13.27 9.48 3.79 8 33.6 5376 1.42 . 
13.84 10.18 3.66 8 31.9 5103 1.39 
13.63 9.95 3.68 8 24.0 3840 1.04 
12.62 8.80 3.82 8 18 •. 1 2896 .76 
12.66 8.50 4ol6 8 35 .1 5616 1.35 
12.77 9.48 3.29 8 29.9 4783 1.45" · 
12.45 10.18 2.27 8 37.0 5920 2.61 
13.00 9.95 3.05 8 14.5 2320 .76 
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TABLE III (contt) 
Dielectric Strength 
[Uky<j. Primer 
Rotameter Reading Dry Film Resistance· Breakdown Vo~tage Dielectric 
Before After Thickness· · in circui:t Strength 
Painting. Painting recorded calculated 
(A) {B) (A-B) (C) (D) (20}(C)(D) Volts/lOOO(A-B) 
mils mils · mils megohms rrwL2 volts kvLm11 
12.43 8.60 3.83 11 24.3 5346 l.4o 
12.14 8.29 3~85 11 8.6 1892 .49 · 
12.33 8.05 4.28 9 29.3 5274 1.23 
.12.52 8.03 4.49 9· 20.6 3708 .83 
12.75 8.50 4.25 9 3l.4 5651 1.33 
12.72 8.40 4.32 9 25~·5 4590 1.06 
12.68 8.21 4.47 9 29.5 5310 1.-19 
13.96 9.30 4.66 9 38.4 6911 1.48 
13.65 8.92 4.73 9 31.5 5670 · 1.20 
13.99 9.45 · 4.54 9 44.7 8045 1.77 
13.93 9.25 4.68 9 42.4 7631 1.63 
13.54 8.88 4.66 9 33.4 6011 1.29 
13.11 8.80 4.31 9 10.4 .1871 .43 
13·.17 8.87 4.30 9 30.9 5561 L29 
13.26 8.89 4.37 9 32.0 5760 1.32 · 
13.32 8.86 4.46 9 32~5 585Q 1.31 
13.10 8.76 4.34 9 12.6 2268 .52 
13.09 8.05 5.04 9 24.9 ·. 4481 .89 
12.78 8.85 3.93 9 12~0 2160 · .55 
12.80 8.76 4.o4 9 23.2 4175 1.03 
13.05 8.81 4.24 9 26.8 4824 1.14 
13.oa 8.17 4.91 9 9.3 1674 ."34 
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TABLE III (contt) 
Dielectric Strength 
Alkyd Primer 
Rotameter Reading Dry Film Resistance Breakdown Voltage Dielectric 
Before After Thickness in circuit Strength 
Painting Painting recorded calculated 
(A) (B) (A-B) (c) (D) (20 )(c) .(D) Volts/lOOO(A-B) 
mils mils mils megohms rrwL2 volts kvzm11 
12.95 ll.79 1.16 2 24.o. 960 .83 
13.13 11.91 1.22 2 16.4 655 .54 
13 .• 55 12.18 1~37 4 28.2 2255 1.65 
: 13.28 12.00 1.28 4 30.4 2431 1.90 
13.72 12.39 1.33 4 29..9 2391 1.80 
14.40 12.92 1.48 4 28.9 2311 1.56 
14.44 12.88 1.56 4 2808 2304 1.48 
14.70 13.21 1.49 4 35~4 2831 1.90 
15.40 13.85 1.55 4 25.1 2008 1.30 
15.20 13~65 1.55 4 33.8 2704 1.74 
14.oo 12.38 1.62 4 46.2 :;695 2.28 
14.o8 12.34 1.74 4 34.6 2768 1.59 
14.20 12~60 1~60 4 31~9 g551 1.59 
14;95 13~30 1.65 4 33.9 2711 1;64 
14.94 13.26 1.68 ·4 25.0 2000 1.19 
12.66 11.10 1.56 4 39.8 3184 .. 2.04 
12.79 11.02 1.77 4 33.4 2671 1.51 
13.27 11.48 1.79 · 4 34.3 2744 1.53 
13.84 12.10 1.74 4 28~0 224o 1.29 
13~63 11.89 1.74 4 31.6 2528 1.45 
12.62 11.18 1.44 4 7.6 668 .42 
12.66 11.18 1.48 4 37.4 299+ 2.62 
12.77 11.36 1.41 4 27.6 22o8 ·1.57 
12.45 11.00 1.45 ' 4 21~2 1695 1.17 
13.00 11.48 1.52 4 24.1 1928 1.27 
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TABLE III {contt) 
Dielectric Strength 
Alkyd Primer 
Rotameter Rea.ding Dry Film Resistance Breakdown Voltage Dielectric 
Before After Thickness in circuit Strength 
Painting Painting recorded calculated 
(A) (B) .(A-B) (C)_ (D) (20)(C)(D) Volts/lOOO(A-B) 
mils m+ls mils megohms mvl2 volts kvzm11 
14.01 12~46 1.55 4 26.2 2095 1.35 
13.86 12.09 1.77 4 3008 2464 1.39 
14~01 12.18 1~83 4 35;0· 2800 1.53 
14~07 12.09 l~-98 4 38.6 3088 1.56 
14;39 12.50 1.89 4 ;6.o 288o 1.52 
14;74 12;85 1~89 4 ;>7;0 2960 1.57 
i4.23 12~12 ·2~11 4 13~9 1111 .53 
14;27 12;35 1~92 4 32~2 2575 1.34 
14;29 12~25 2~04 4 .42~3 3384 1~66 
14~36 ig;35 2~01 4 45a :;6o8 1~8o 
15;07 12;79 2~28 4 42~2 3375 '1;48 
14;88 12~50 ·2~38 4 28~8 2304 ~97 
14.62 12~27 2~35 4 4;a 3448 1;47 
14~59 12;29 2.30 4 46o3 3704 1.61 
14~84 12;77 2~07 4 44.o 3520 1;.70 
15~20 13;30 1.90 .4 31~8 2544 1.34 
15;17 1;.00 2~17 4 :;4.2 2735 1.26 
15~27 13~~2 1;95 4 ;6:5 2920 1.;o 15~33 13; .2 1;91 · 4 38;9 3lll 1~0; 
15;95 13~89 2;06 4 37;9 3031 1.47 
15;91 12;88 ·.;.o:; . 4 36~8 2944 . ~97 
14~57 12;49 2~08 4 38;6 3088 1.48 
15~37 12~02. 3;35 4 26;2 2095 .63 
15;61 13~69 1.92 4 41~7 3335· .1.74 
15.22 13.12 2.10. 4 34-·.6 2768 1.32 
-24-
TABIE III ( c.on t t) 
Dielectric Strength 
A!!$)'d Primer 
Rotameter Read.i~ Dry Film Resistance Breakdown Voltage Dielectric 
Before After Thickness in circuit Strength 
Painting Painting recorded calculated. 
(A) (B) (A-B) (C) (D) (20 )( C ){D) Volts/lOOO(A-B) 
mils mils mils me~ohms mvL2 volts kvlmil 
12.46 10.30 2.16 6 13.3 1596 .74 
12.57 10.25 2.32 6 14 .• 7 1763 .76 
12.49 10.48 ·2.01 5 34.6 3460 1.72 
13.47 ll.12 2.35 5 30.4 3039 1.29 
13.51 11.42 2.09 5 ;6.4 3639 ·1.74 
13.78 ll.62 2.16 5 16.6 1660 .77 
13.96 11.59 2~37 5 24.9 2489 1.05 
14.96 12.41 2.55 5 24.4 2439 .96 
14.25 :1.2.95 1.30 5 20.8 2o80 1.60 
15.74 13.43 2.31 5 43.4 4339 1.88 
13.27 10.99 2.28 5 42.2 4219 1.85 
13.59 ll.o8 2.51 5 31.6 3160 1.26 
13.98 11.72 2.26 5 35.0 3500 1.55 
3:4.93 12.53 2.40 5 42.0 4200 1.75 
14.77 12.38 2.39 5 37.5 3750 1.57 
12.12 9.67 2.45 5 16.1 1610 .66 
12.18 9.69 2.49 5 37.1 37io 1.49 
12.49 10 .• 12 2.37 5 43.0 4300 1.81 
13.07 10.49 2.58 5 41.3 4130 1.60 
· 13.51 11.15 2~;6 5 24.2 2419 1.03 
il.35 9.10 2~25 5 46.o 4600 2.d+ 
11.81 9.52 2.29 5 18.6 1860 ·.a1 
12.42 10.25 2.17 5 27.0 27oq 1.24 
12.85 10.80 2.05 5 23.1 2310 1.13 
13.53 11.45 2~o8 5 29.1 2910 l.40 
... 2s-
TABLE III (contt) 
Dielectric Strength 
Alky~ Primer 
· Rotameter Rea.c1.ing Dry Film Resistance . Breakdown Voltage Dielectric 
Before After Thickness. in circuit Strength 
Painting Painting recorded calculated 
(A) (B) (A·B) (C) (D) (20)(C)(D) Volts/lOOO(A-~) 
mils mils mils megohms mv/2 volts . kv/mil . 
12.46 10.oa 2.38 5 26.0· 2600 1.09 
12~57 10.09 2.-48 5 21.0 2100 ~85 
12~49 10~20 2.29 5 24.6 246o 1.07 
' l3~47 16;89 2;58 5 2,.0 2,00 ~89 
13.51 11.42 2.09 5 33·.; . 3330 1.59 
13.78 µ.~39 2.48 5 32~4 3239 . 1.31 
13.96 11~50 2.46 5 -34~7 3469 ·1~41 
14~96 12.32 2~64 .5 33~0 3300 .1;25 
14.25 12.92 .1.33 5 4o.; 4o;o ;~o; 
15~74 13.50 2.24 5 19~6 1960 ~88 
13027 10~96 2.31 5 41~3 4130 1~79 
13.59 11.20 2~39 5 32~4 3239 1.39 
13~98 11~70 2.28 5 35~0 3500 1~·54 
14.93 12.74 2~19 ·5 27~4 2739 1~25 
14~77 12~60 2.17 5 28.2 2819 1~30 
12.12 10.05 2.07 5 30.5 3050 ·· 1.47 
12.18 10;01 2~·17 5 ;1.8 3180 1.47 
12.49 10.36 2a3 5 · 35.8 3580 :J..68 
1;.07 10.90 ·2a7· 5. .18.6 1860 .86 
13.51 1L35 2~16 5 34.7 3469 1.61 
u.;5 9.40· 1~95 5 10~9 1089 .56 
11.81 . 9.76 2~05 5 33;7 3369 · ·1.64 
12.42 10.51 . ·1~91 · 5 16·~0 1600 .84 
12~85 11.02 1.8:; 5 19;4 1939 l~o6 
13.53 11.75 1.78 7 13.8 1932 .1.09· 
TABLE III (contt) 
Dielectric Strength 
~ Primer 
· Rotameter Rea.di~ Dry Film Resistance . Breakdown Voltage Dielectric 
Before . A:f'ter . Thicknes·s in circuit Strength 
Painting Pa.in ting recorded calculated 
Vol ts/looo(A-B) (A) . (B) (A-B) (C) (D) (20 )(C )(D) 
mils mils mils me~ohms rrwl2 · volts 1cvzm11 
13.46 ll.40 . 2.o6 6 15·.2 .1~23 .89 
13.70 ll.41 ·2.29 6 31.2 3743 1.63 
12.85 10.49 2~36 6 36.4 4367 1.85 
13.29 · 11.09 2.20 6 33.1 3972 1~81 
13.30 10.90 2.40· 6 ·32.6 3912 1.63 
14.57 12.29 2.28 6 33.4 4007 1.76 
14.76, 12.43 2.33 6 +9.6 2352 1.01°' 
.13.78 .ll.:;8 2.40 6 35.6 4272 1.78 
13.98 ll.60 2.;8 6 28.6 3432 1.44 
13.98 li.40 2.58 6 39.2 4703 1.82 
14.40 12.00 2.40 6 · 6.o .720 .30 
14.53 ll.85 2.68 6 :;6.9 4427 1 .• 65 
l3.37 10.72 2.65 6 39.0 4680 ·l.77 
13.73 ll.22 2.51 6 32.3 :;876 1.54 
13.84 ll.40 2.44 6 44.2 5303 2.17 
12.81 10.40 2.41 6 30.8 
-~~-
l.23 
13.20 10~40 ·2.80 6 38.6 1.05 
12.90 10.45 2.45 6 35.4 .4247 1.73 
~3.67 10~90 2.77 6 41.l 4932 1.78 
13.14 10.38 2~76 6 ·:;4.4 4127 1.50· 
ll.70 9.47 2.23 6 31.6 3792 1.70 
12.05 9.39 2.66 6 35.1 4212 1.58 
11.63 9.10. 2.53 6 :,6.8 4416 1.75 
12.22 9.90 2.32 6 32.1 3852 1.66 
12.27 9.95 2.32 5 36.2 :;619 1.56 
·-27-
TAB IE _III ( contt) 
Dielectric.Strength 
Alkyd Primer . 
Rotameter Rea.di~ Dry Film Resistance Breakdown. ·volta~e Dielectric 
Before After Thickness in circuit Strength 
Painting Painting recorded calculated 
(A) (B) (A-B) (C) (D) (20)(C)(D) Volts/lOOO(A-B) 
mils mils mils megohms rrwL2 volts kvlmil 
14.0l 10.83 3.18 5 31.2 3119 .98 
13.86 10.80 3.o6 5 5.5 550 .18 
14.01 10.95 3.o6 5 9.6 _960 .31 
14.39 ll.50 2.89 8 33,7 5391 1.87 
14.74 ll.40 3.34 8 16.8 2688 .80· 
14.27 10.85 3.42 8 14.8 2368 .69 
14.29 10.98 3.31 8 30~1 4816 1.45 
14.36" 11.13 3.23 8 33.8 54o8 L67 
15.07 11.75 3.32 8 21.4 3423 1.03 
14.88 11.39 3.49 8 20.4 3263 .94 
14.62 11.15 3.47 8 26.3 42o8 1.21 
14.59 11.28 3.31 8 28.5 4560 1.38 
14.84 11.60 3.24. 8 38.6 6176 1.91 
15.20 11.51 3.69 8 33.6 5376 1.46 
.15 .17 11.51 3.66 8 31.3 5oo8 1.37· 
15.27 11.68 3.59 8 12.3 1968 .55 
15.33 ll.83 3.50 8 28.7 4591 1.31 
15.95 12.36 3.59 8 35.8 5728 1.60 
15.91 10.84 5.07 8 41.2 6591 1.30 
14.57 10.74 3._83 8 37;6 6016 1.57 
15.37 11.23 4.14 8 31.0 4960 1.20 
15.61 12.09 3.52 8 28.0 4480 .1.27 
15.22 ll.62 3.60 8 17.3 "2768 .77 
TAB IE 'III ( con' t) 
Dielectric Strength 
~ Primer 
Rotameter Readi£S Dry Film Resistance Breakdown Voltage Dielectric 
:Before After Thiclmess in circuit . . Strength 
Painting. Painting recorded calculated (A) . (B) (A-:B) (C) (D) ( 20 )( c')(D) Vol ts/lOoo{A-B 
mils mils mils megohms mvl2 volts kvlmil 
13.46 8.o8 5.38 8 17.5 2800 .52 
13.70 8.41 5.29 8 17.7 2831 .54 
12.85 8.12 . 4.73 8 14.0 2240 .41 
·13.29 8.91 4.38 _8 22.0 3520 .80, 
13~30 9.22 4.o8 8 29.5 4720 1.16 
14.57 9.18 5 .39 8 1L8 1888 .35 
14.76' 9.38 5.38 8 20~1 3216 .60 
13.78 8.35 5.43 8 19;5 3120 .57 
13.98 8~86 5.12 8 24.4 3903 .76 
13~98 9.38 4.60 8 21~2 3391 .74 
14.40 9.48 4.92 8 20.0 3200 .65 
14.53 9.65 4.88 8 26.6 4256 .87 
13.37 8.25 5.12 8 33~3 5328 1. ()I. 
.13. 73 8~68 5 .05 8 19.8 3168 .• 63. 
13.84 9 .. 61 4.23 8 44.3 7(68 1.68 
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FIGURE 4. . BREtJttD OWN VOLT~E VERSUS AWRAGIE FILM 1HtC~NES. 
AL~YD PRIMER 
TAB IE IV 
Dielectric Strength 
Epoag:· Ester 'Primer 
Rotameter Read.i~ Dry FilIJl Resistance · Breakdown Voltage· Dielectric 
Before · After · Thickness in circuit Strength 
Painting -Painting recorded calculated 
(A) (B) (A-B) (C) '(D)". (20)(C)(D) · · Volts/lOOO(A-B) 
m11s mils. mils. megohms mvL2 · volts kY£mil 
13.46 n;75 1.71 4 23.0 l8lt-O l.d3 
13.70 ll.95 l.75 4 29.0 g~o 1~33 
·12.85 n.16 1.69 4 32.8 2624 :i.55.· 
13;29 4~40 1.89_ 4 ;4.~0 2720 · 1.44 
13;30, JJ...51 i;79 4 ·34.8 278ta. 1.56 
14.57 J2~62 1.95 4 39.8 3184 -1.63 
14~76, ~;71 2.05 4 36·5' ~20 l.42 
13.78 .µ..Bo 1.98 4 41~2 3295 1~66 
13.98. ~~15 L83 4 33.5 2680 1.46 
13.98 ~;25 1.73 4 37~4 2991 1~73 
14.40 12.50 .1~90 4 38.5 ;~o 1.62 
14~53 ·12.65 - 1~88 4 39.2 3135 1~67 
13.37 l1;51 1;86 4 36~6 2928 · 1.57. 
13;73 ll~8l 1.92 4 38;3 3o64. .1;60 
13.84 12.09 1.75 4 35~4 '2831 1.62 
12.81 n;20 L61 4 33.~ 27il. 1.68 13.20 ll.44 1~76 4 31. 2511 l.4; 
12.90 .. ll.11 1.79 4 3oa 24o8 1.35· 
13;67 12.00 1;67 4 21.7 ~735 l.d.1-
13a4 ll.58 1.56 4 30~~ 2464 1.58' · 
ll.70 lO;QC) 1.61 4 33~5 2680 1.66 
J.?.Q5 10~41 1.64 4 30~5 2440 1.49 
~.63 9~92. 1~71 4 24~0 1920 1.12 
12.22 10~79 1~43 4 26.1 2088 1~46 
12.27 10.85 l.42 4 25.0 2000 1~41 
·-31-
TABIE IV (contt) 
Dielectric Stre~th 
EP9--25l·Ester ·Primer 
Rotameter Reading Dry Film Resistance Breakdown Voltage· Dielectric 
Before After Thickness in circuit Strength 
Painting Painting recorded calculated 
(A) (B) (A-B) (C) (D). (20 )( C )(D) . Volts/lOOo(A-B) 
mils mils mils. me~ohms nwl2 volts . kvlmil . 
12.95 10.23 2.72 7 26.0 :;640 1~34 
l3~i3 10.44 ~~69 7 26.4 3695 l.37 
13~55 10.64 2.91 7 g8;3 396~ 1~36 
13;28 10.55 2;73_ 7 27;_3 ~ 1~40 
13;72 11.02 2~70 7 ~7~8 3892 1;1+4 
14.40 ll.18 3~22 1 39~4. 4255 1.32 
14;44 11.:;5 :;;_QC) 1 28.4 "3975 l.29 
14.70 ll.45 3.25 7 32~2 4507 1;39 
15~40 12.29 :;;µ 7 18~6 26otc. -~84 
15~20 12.21 2;99 7 28~6 .4'COI- 1;;4 
14~00 10.80 3;20 1 :;o.6 42Bll- l.:;4 
14.oB 10.90 :;.18 7 31;9 ~5 1~40 
14.20 10.95 3~25 1 31.8 4452 1~37 
~.95 ll.82 3.13 1 28~7 4017 l;g8 
14~94 11 .. 80 :;~14 7 31~6 44g4,. 1;41 
12·66 9.61 3~05 7 24.6 3444, 1~13 ... 
12~79 9.95 2.84 7 23~8 3332 l.~7 
13~27 10.10 3~17 7 31.~ 4;82 1;38 
1:;.84 10.81 .3.~03 7 g6;9 3724 1.23 
13~63 10.70 ?~93 7 31;9 4465 1.52 
12~62 9.91 2~71 7 28;2 3947 L46 
12~66 9,95 2~71 1 .26.2 :;667 l.35 
12.77 10.11 2~66 7 26~6 3724 1~40 
12.45 9~'88 2.57 7 27;0 3780 l •. 47 
13.00 10.52 2.48 7 21.7 3037 1.22 
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TAB IE IV {contt) 
Dielectric Strength 
Epo~ Ester-Pruner 
-Rotameter Readi~ Dry Film Resistance Breakdown Voltage l)ielectri"c 
Before After Thickness in circuit Strength 
Painting Painting recorded calculated 
. (A) (B) (A-B) (C) (D) (20 )( C )(D.) Velts/lOOO(A-B) 
mils mils mils megohms _ mvl2 volts kvlmil 
12.46 7.68 4~78 11 28.4 6247 1~31 
12.57 7.70 4.87 11 29.0 6;80 L31 
13~47 aaa 5~29 ll 31~3 6886 1;30 
1.3~51 ·a~6o 4~91 11 2;;9 5o60 1~9.3 
13~78 7.62 6.16 11 :;a~4· 8447 L37 
13.96 8;09 5;87 11 33;5 ·7370 1;26 
14~96 8;78 6a8 11 37;4 8227 1~33 
14.?5 .9~65 4;6o ll 34.0 7480 1~63 
15.74 10;20 5~54 11 35.2 7743 1;40 
13~27 8~12 5;15 ll :;ti.; 0 7480 1;45 
13~59 8.5·6 5·~03 11 33;·0 7260 1;44 
13~98 9;30 4~68 11 29~8 6556 1~40 
14;93 1oa9 4~74. 11 30~6 · 673~ 1;42 
14.77 10~05 4.72 ·ll 23~0 5090 1";07. 
12.~ 7;05 5;CJ7 11 31;6 6952 1";37 
12.18 7.20 4~98 11 32:5 ii~ 1~44 12;49 7~.16 4~73 11 30;2 ·1~40 
13~c:rr 8.3.5 4~72 11 ~;~· 6512 1.38 
13;51 8.80 4~71 ll 26~8 589q ·1~25 
J.+~35 6;59 4/76 ll 25~2 5543 -1;16 
11~81 6~95 4;86 11 33~1 7282 1~50 
12.42 7;91 4~51 ll 29~4- 6467 1;43 
12;85° 8;49 4;36 ll 24.0 5280 1.21 
13.53 9.00 4.53 11 27.8 6116 1.35 
-33-
TABLE :tv (contt) 
Dielectric Strength 
Epo~ Ester Primer 
Rotameter Reading Dry Film Resistance Breakdown Voltage . Dielectric 
Before After Thickness in circuit Strength 
Painting Painting recorded calculated 
(A) (B) (A-B) (C) (D) (20 )( C )(D) Volts/lOOO(A-B) 
mils mils mils megohms mvl2 · volts kvlmil 
11.99 7.71 4.28 11 20~1 4422 1.03_ 
12.22 7.71 4.51 11 25.3 55'66 1.23 
12~25 7.95 4~30 ll 26~2 5763 1.34 
12.43 8.o8 4.35 ll 22.9 5031 1.·16 
12.14 7 .51 4.63 11 26.4" 580'7 1~25 
12.33 7.49 4.84 ll 28~4 6247 1.29 
12.52 7~40 5~12 ll 28.2 6203 l.21 
12.75 7~80 4~95 ll 29~5 6490 1.31 
12.72 7.59 5.13 11 31~6 6952 1.36 
12~68 7.39 5;29 11 30.0 6600 1.25 
13~96 9.20 4~76 11 ·27.4 6CY27 ·1.27 
13.65 8;85 4.80 11 23~0 5o60 1~05 
13.99 8~89 5.10 11 30~0 6600 1~29 
13.93 8.70 5~23 · 11 30~4 6687 1.28· 
13.54 8~45 ·5~QC) ll 24.6 5412 Lo6 
13.11 8.25 4~86 11 27~8 6116 1.26 
13~17 7/39 5.28 ll 22~7 4993 .95 
13.26 8a5 5.µ ll ~4~0 5280 1.03 
-~3~32 8~32 5.00 11 27~0 5940 1.19 
13.10 8~o8 5.02 11 27.3 6oo6 1.20 
13;a; 7.62 5~47 11 28~1 6182 1.13 
12~78 7.36 5.42 ll 20.8 4576 .84 
12.80 7a9 5.61 ll 32.6 7172 1.28 
13.05 8.29 4~76 ll 32;3 71o6 L49 
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Rotameter Rea.di~ Dry Film Resistance. Breakdown ·Voltage -Dielectric 
·Before After Thickne.ss in circuit Strength 
Painting Painting recorded calculated 
(A) (B) {A-B) (C) ·(D) (20 )( C )(D). · Volts/lOoo(A-B) 
m11s mils .mils me·~o~ rrwl2 volts kv,Zmil 
12.46 8.29 4.17 9 31.9 5741 1.38 
12.57 8.24 4.33 9 31.3 5634 1;30 
12;49 aaa 4.31 .9 32.7 588; 1.37--
13~47 8~59 4;88 9 32~2 5795 1.19 
13~51 9~16 4;35 9· · 27'~4 4931 1.13 
13~78 9.29 4~49 9 23~1 4158 .93 
13.96 9.55 4.41 9 33~9 6101 l.:;8 
14~96 10~00 4.90 9 3;.2 5975 l.22 
14.25 10~56 3.69 9 :;3..4 6011 1.63 
15.74· ua9 4.55 9 34:7 6245 1.37 
13.27 9.o8 4;19- . 9 32~3 5814 1.39 
13~59 9.d+. 4.55 9 32~~ 5868 1~29 
.13.98 9 ~51&. 4;44 9 :;II.. 0 6120 1.38 
14.93 10~52 4.41 9 32~2 5795 1.31 
14.77 ·10~22 4~55 9 :;6~3 6534 1.44· 
12.12 8.o6 4.o6 9 30~8 5544 1.37 
12.18 ·7.93 4~25 9 32.~9 5760 1~36 
12.49 8;22 4;27 9 30.4 5471 1.28 
· 13~07 8.88 4.19 9 . 30;2 5435 1.30 
l~.51 ~.29 5.22 9 31~0 '5580 1.07 
11.35 7.51 3~84 9 28;6 5148 1.34 ll.81 7;85 3.96 9 . 29.2 5255 1.33 
12.42 8.42 4·.00 9 30~, 5454 1;:;6 
12.85 · 8.92 3.93 9 30.6 55o8 l.40 
13.5:; 9.71 3.82 6 39.1 4692 1.23 
~36-




Rotameter Readi!!i Dry Film Resistance Breakdown . --voltage. Dielectric 
Before. After .. Thickness · in circuit Strength 
Pa.in:ting Painting recorded calculated. {A} . ..{B} (A-B} (c} (:o)' ( 20)( C )(D). Volts/lOOo{A-B) 
mils ·mils· Dii·ls megohms .mv£2 volts· . ·kY£mil . 
13.32 10.25 3~07 5 ;5.6· 3560 l .~16 
1:;.56 10;45 3.11 5 :;11..6 3460 l~ll 13.55 . 10~40 3;15 ·5 27~6 2760 ~88 
13~51 10;11 3~40 5 3(5~4 ;639 1;07 
14~87 11;80 :;.ct{ 5 :;;_;8 ;580 1;17 
13,;90 10~76 :;.14 5 36~8 368.0 1.17 
15.~40 12~01· 3;39 5 ~7;5 g750 ~81 
15~86 ~~6.o 3.26 5 ,1~6 ;760 1.15 
15.~21 12'..05 :;a6 5 22~0 2200 ;70 
15;7?., ~-.42 3;30 5 39;8 3980 1;21 
13.13 34 .• 32 . 1;81 5 33~4 3339 1.85 · 
14~82 11.79 3.;03 5 35~~ 3519 .1;16 
.15.~:;6 12-~28 3;oa 5 31.6 ;160 1;03 J.4.;63. 11.;63 3;00. . 5 30;2 ;019 1.01 . 
15 .• 46 12.46 3!00 5 i5.8_ 158_0 i53 
+2·75 10.20 2 .• 55 5 31.9 3189 1.25 
14.02 11~30 2~72 5 32.~4 32'9 1.19 
J.4.._. 77 12.00 2;77 5 25~4 2539 ;92 
· 14;93 12.29 ·2·.64 5 24.~0 2400 .9~ 
14~49 11~79 2~70 5 32;8 3280 .1~21 
J,?.29 9aa :;.ll 5 31~5 3150 1;01· 
12.~50 9~91 ~.59 5 28.0 2800 1;o8 
12.97 10;28 2';69 5 29~0 2900 l~o8 
14.40 JJ..gll. 2.46 5 25.7 2569 l.Oll-
15.o6 12_.65 2.41 11 .8.l 17~2 .74 
-3.7-




Rotameter Rea.di~ Dry Film.· Resistance Breakdown Vol tag~ Dielectric 
Before Af'ter Thickness in circuit Strength 
Painting Pa.in ting recorded calculated 
(A} (B) (A-B) (C) {D) (20)( C )(D) Vol ts/lOOO(A-B) 
mils mils mils .· me~ohms · mvl2 _volts kYlmil 
ll.99 8.20 3..79 3 32.0 1920 .51 
12.22 8.12 4.10 7 33.1 i6;ll. 1.13 
12.25 -8.25 4.00 7 3:;~o 4-620 1.16 
12.43 8.39 4.d4. 1 3.3.1. ~6;11. i.15 
12.14 8~12 4.02 7 31~6 ~24 1.10 
12.33 8.25 4.o8 1 :;2.2 i507 LlO 
12.52 8.39 4.13 1 32~7 ~577 l.ll 
12.75 ·a.82 3.93 1 31~4 ~395 1.12 
12.72 8.7:; 3.99 7 33".4 ~675 1.17 
12.68 8.60 4~08 1 33.9 ~745 1.16 
13.96 10.:;3 3·.63 7 29.4 ~115 1.1:; 
13.65 9.96 3.69_ 7 29.0 t&.o6o 1.-10 
1:;.99 10.30 3.69 7 31.7 lt-437 i.20 
13.93 10.18 3.75 7 30.0 ~200 1.12 
13.54 9.~ 3.71 5 45.6 ~560 1.23 13.u 9. 3.43 5 35~5 5550 1~03 
13.17 9~85 3.32 5 41.4. ~139 1.25 
.13.26 9.89 3.37 5 40.2 l&-019 1a9 
13.32 9.85 3.47 5 41.6 ~i6o l.20 
13.10 9.71 3~39 5 41.9 li.~89 1~24 
13.QC) 10.QC) 3.00 5 37.8 ;780 1.26 
-12.78 9.71 . 3.07 .5 31~4 3139 · l.~ 
12.80 9.76 . 3.~ 5 26.2 2619 .86 
13.05 10.20 2.85. 5 :;6.4 3639 1.28 
13.oB 9.96 3.12 11 13.4 2911-7 .94 
--38-
TABI.E V (co~tt) 
Dielectric Strength 
Oil Primer 
Rota.meter Readi~ Dry Film· Resistance Breakdown Voltage Dielectric 
Before After Thickness in circuit Strength 
Painting Painting recorded calculated 
. (A) . (B) (A-B) (C) (D) (20 )( C )(D) Volts/lOOO(A-B) 
mils mils mils · megohms· mvl2 volts kvlrnil 
10.81 6.81 4.00 7 33.3 4662 1.17 
11.60 7.70 3.90 7 31.2 4367 1.12 
11.51 · 7.51 4.00 1 30.6 4284 1.07 
u.25 7.30 3.95 7 3o_.6 4284 1.08 
11.29 7.16 4.13 7 31.4 · 4395 1.c6 
12.76 8.87 3.89 7 28.8 4032 1.04-
12.79 8.69 4.10 1 31.5 4410 1.08 
i2.75 8.96 3.79 7 29.1 4074 1.07 
12.86 9.o8 3.78 1 29.0 · 4c6o 1.07 
12.85 9.01 3.84 1 28.6 40dl. l.c:4 
13.43 9.79 3.64 7 29.2 4o87 1.12 
13.55 9.85 3.70 1 26.6 3724 1.·01 
13.85 10.32 3.53 7 29.8 4172 1.18. 
14.25 10.78 3.47 7 27.5 3850 l.ll 
14.35 10.72 3.63. 7 20.2 2827 .78 14.22 10.76 3.40 1 24.3 3402 .98 
14.oo 10~50 3.50 1 25.5. 3570 1.02 
14.25 10.63 3.62 1 28.0 3920 l.o8 
14.40 10.80 3.60 7 23.3 3262 .91 · 
14.20 10.62 3.58 1 23.2 3247 .91 
12.05 8.75 3.30 1 25.3 3542 1.07 
12.37 9.11 3.26 7 26.2 3667· 1.13 
13.12 9.75 3.37 7 20.2 2827 .84 
12.75 9.48 3.27 1 26.6 3724 1.14 
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Epo~ Ester Finish 
Rotameter Reading Dry Film Resistance Breakdown Voltage Dielectric 
Before After Thicknes~ in circuit ·Strength 
Painting Painting recorded calculated 
(A) (B) (A-B) (C) (D) (20)(C}(D) Volts/lOOO(A-B) 
mils mils mils megohms rrNL2 volts kvzm11 
12.46 10.94 1.52 10 2;.o 4600 3.03 
12.57 10.87 1.70 10 23.6 .4720 2.7~ 
12.49 11.01 1.48 10 20.5 4ioo 2.77 
13.47 .11.39 2.08 10 21.5 4300 2.07 
1;.51 11.80 1.71 10 25.1 5020 2~94 
13.78 · u.95 1.83 10 ·12.2 2439 1.3; 
13.96 12.01 1.95 10 25.5 5100 2.62 
14.96 ' 12.68 2.28 10 25.5 5100 2.24 
14.25 ·13.21 l.o4 10 25.1 5020 4.83 
15.74 13.60 2.14 10 29.7 5939 2.78 
13.27 n.29 1.98 10 32.0 64oo 3.23 
13.59 11.37 2.22 · 10 · 28.8 5760 . 2.59 
13.98 11.86 2.12 10 19.7 3939 1.86 
14.93 12.65 2.28 10 2:7.2 5439 2.39 
14.77 12.50 2.27 10 2:7.0 5400 2.3.8 
12.12 9.79 2.33 10 28.0 5600 2.4o 
12.18 9.88 2.30 10 25.2 5039 2.19 
12.49 10.12 2.37 10 · 23.2 .4639 1.96 
13.07 10.65 2.42 10 24.7 4939 2.04 
13.51 ll.o4 2.47 10 35.3 7o60 2.86 
11.35 9.23 2.12 10 . 21.2 4239 2.00· 
11.81 9.44 2.37 10 23.1 4620 1.95 
12.42 10.05 2.37 10 27.2 5439 2.30 
12.85 10.45 2.4o · 10 32.0 6400 2.67 
13.53 11.19 2.34 10 19.5 3900 1.67 
TABIE VI (con' t) 
Di~lectric Strength 
Epoxy Ester Finish 
Rotameter Rea.di~ Dry Film Resistance Breakdown · Volta.ge Dielectric 
Before After Thickness in circuit Strength 
Painting Painting recorded calculated 
(A) (B) (A-B) (C) (D) (20 )( C)(D) Vol ts/lOOo{A-B) 
mils mils mils me~ohms rrwl2 volts kvlmil 
12.95 11.85 1.10 10 18.1 3620 3.29 
13.13 12.10 1.03 10 14.6 2920 2.83 
13.28 12.15 1.13 10 16.2 3239 2.87 
13.72 12.57 1.15 10 13.6 2720 2.37 
14.40 13.02 1.38 10 20.2 4039 2.93 
14.44 13.o6 1.38 10 12.2 2439 1.77 
14.10 13.25 1.45 10 14.o 2800 l.93 
15.20 13.72 1.48 10 12.7 2539 1.72 
14.00 12.40 1.60 10 17.8 3560 2.23 
14.o8 12.40 1.68 10 19~6 3920 2.33 
14.20 12.58 1.62 10 8.6 1720 1.o6 
14.95 13.32 1.63 10 25.6 5120 3.14 
14.94 13.42 1.52 10 9.7 1939 1.28 
· 12.66 10.94 1.72 10 20.0 4000 2 .. 33 
12.79 10.97 1.82 10 24.7 4939 2.71 
13.27 11.48 l.l9 10 2,.2 4639 2.5.9 13.84 12.01 1. 3 10 2 .3 4860 2.00 
13.63 11.88 1.75 10 25.1 5000 2.87 
12.62 10.93 1.69 10 22.8 4560 2.70 
12.66 10.89 1.77 10 23.4 4679 2.64 
12.77 ll.~ 1.68 10 22.4 . 4479 2.67 
12.45 10.78 1.67 I 10 20.8 4160 2.49 . 
13.00 11.32 , 1.68 10 25.0 5000 2.98 
...:.43_ 
TAB IE VI {contt) 
Dielectric Strength 
Epo~ Eater Finish 
Rotameter Readi~ Dry Film Resistance Breakdown Volta.ge Dielectric 
Before After 'lllickness in circuit Strength 
Painting Painting recorded calculated 
(A) (B) (A-B) (C) (D) (20)( C )(D) Volts/lOOO(A-B) 
mils mils mils megohms mvl2 volts kvlmil 
11.99 10.36 1.63 10 25.0 5000 3.07 
12.22 10.38 1.84 10 27.9 5579 3.03· 
12.25 10.39 1.86 10 23.6 4720 2.54 
12.43 10.50 1.93 10 13.6 2720 1.41 
.· 12.14 10.19 1.95 10 18.0 ;600 1 •. 85 
12.33 9.33 3.00 10 23.0 4600 1.53 
12.52 10.16 2.36 10 31.0 6200 2.63 
12.75 10.49 2.26 10 35.0 7000 3.10 
12.72 10.19 2.53 10 31.4 6279 2.48 
12.68 10.19 2.49 10 30.0. 6000 2.41 
13.96 11.39 2.57 10 8.2 1639 .64 
13.65 10.93 2.72 10 35.8 7160 2.63 
13.99 ll.21 2.78 10 36.8 7;60 ?.65 
13.93 ll.09 2.84 10 29.8 5960 2.10 
13.54 10.72 2.82 10 35.6 7120 2.52 
13.11 10.40 2.71 10 23.8 4760 1.76 
13.17 10.54 2.63 10 28.0 5600 2.13 
13.26 10.60 2.66 10 23.3. 4660 1.75 
13.32 10.68 2.64 10 31.2 6239 . 2.36 
13.10 10.41 2.69 10 28.8 5760 2.14 . 
13.09 10.76 2.33 10 36.2 7239 }.ll 
12.78 10.42 2.36 10 29.6 5920 2.51 
12.80 10.22 2.58 10 24.8 4960 1.92 
13.05 10.55 2.50 10 31.0 6200 2.48 
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. Rotameter Readi~ Dry Film Resistance Breakdown Voltage Dielectric 
Before After Thickness in circuit Strength 
Painting Painting recorded calculated 
(A) {B) (A-B) (C) (D) ( 20 )( C )(D) . Volt$/lOOO{A-B) 
mils mils mils me~ohms mvl2 volts kvlmil 
14.25 13.90 .35 2 8.o 320 .91 
13.27 ll.43 .l.84 2 9.0 . ;60 .20 
13.59 11.80 1.79 g 15.0 600 .;4' 
13.98 12.45 1.53 2 11.3 452 .30 
14.93 13.60 1.33 2. .lJ..2 447 
·~ 14.77 . 13.38 1~39 2 13.6 544 .39 
l2.l2, 10.68 1.44 2 9.8 392 .27 
12.18 10.56 1~62 2 8.6 344 .21 
12~49 ·10.69 1.80 2 18.8 752 .42 
13.07 ll.65 1.42 2 10~6 424 .,o 
13.51 12.01 1.50 .. 2 8.4 .· 335 .22 
11.35 9~90 1.45 2 15.0 600 ~41 
ll.81 n.25 .56 2 5.3 212 . ~38 
i2.42 u.96 ~46 2 13.2 527 1.15 
12.85 11.40 l.45 5 4.8 480 .33 
.:..46-




· Rotemeter Readini Dry Film Resistance· Breakdown Voltage Dielectric 
:Before After Thickness. in circuit Strength 
Painting_ Painting recorded calculated 
(A) (B) (A-B)_ {C) {D) (20)(C)(D) Volts/lOOO(A-B) 
mils mils . mils megohms rrNL2 volts kvzm11 
13.46 9.22 4.24 5 23.3 2330 .55 
1;~70 9.41 4.29 5 23.8 2;80 .55 
12.85 8.26 4.59 5 28~4 2839 .62 
13.29 8;92 4~37 5 - 24.7 2469 .57 
t3.30 8.66 4~64 5 28~8 2880 ·.62 
14.57 10.10 4.47 5 2i.·o 2100 .47 
14.76 l0.48 4.28 5 25.2 2519 .59 
13.78 9.64 4.14 5 26.0 26oo .63 
13.98 9.61 4.37 5 28.o 28oo .64 
13~98 9.43 . 4;55 5 27~0 2700 .59 
14.40 10.01 4.39 5 28.5 2850 .• 65 
14.5; 10.02 4~51 5 2;.4 2339 .52 
13.37 10.58 2.79 5 24.1 2410 .86 
1:;~73 9.02 4.71 5 25.2 2519 ~54 
13.84 9.18 4.66 5 29~9 2989 .64 ,· 
12~81 8.14 4.67 5 25~3 2530. 
.,4 13.20 8.89 4.31 5 17.6 1760 • 1 
12.90 8~26 4.64 5 23.8 2380 .51 
13.67 9.13 4.54 5 28~5 - 2850 .63 
13.14 8.60 4.54 5 26.0 2600 .57 
11.70 6.65 5.05 5 27.8 278o .55 
12.05 7.4o 4.65 5 23~7 2369 .51 
11.63 6.31 5.32 5 25~1 2510 .47 
12.22 7;87 4.;5 5 28.1 2810 .65 
12.27 · 8.00 4.27 ; 42.4 2543 .60 
~47-
TAB IE Vn (contt) 
Dielectric Strength 
Oil Finish 
Rotameter Read.i!!fi Dry Film Resistance Breakdown Volta.~e Dielectric 
Before After Thickness in circuit Strength 
Painting Painting recorded calculated 
(A) . (B) (A-B) (c) (D) (20 )(C )(D) Vol ts/lOOO(A-B) 
mils mils mils megohms rrwL2 volts kvlmil 
10.81 7.66 3.15 3 24.l 1446 .46 
11.60 6.49 5.11 3 24.7 1481 .29 
11.51 8.56 2.95 3 26.7 1601 .54 
11.25 6.25 5.00 3 27.4 1643 .33' 
11.29 8.~ 3.27 3 27.9 1673 .51 
12.79 9.22 3.57 3 30.7 1841 .52 
12.75 9.23 3.52 3 28.1 1686 .48 
12.86 9.37 3.49 3 32.8 1968 .56 
12.85 9.42 3.43 3 28.1 1686 .49 
13.43 10.05 3.38 3 21.4 1283 .:;8 
13.55 10.00 3.55 3 24.o 1440 .41 
13.85 10.51 3.34 3 33.4 2003 .60 
14.25 11.01 3.24 3 32.0 1920 · .59 
.14.35 10.98 3.37 3 35.1 21o6 .62' 
14.22 11.25 2.97 3 18.3 10)8 .37 
14.oo 10.98 3.02 3 31.6 1896 .63 
14.25 ll.o8 3.17 3 25.6 1536 .48 
14.40 ll.30 3.10 3 25.9 1553 .50 
14.20 10.95 3.25 3 22.7 1:;61 .42 
12.05 9.o8 2.97 3 25.4 1523 .51 
12.37 9.45 2.92 3 24.6 1476 .51 
13.12 10.25 2.87 3 18.7 1121 .39 
12.75 10.o6 2.69 3 18.1 10S6 .40 
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TAB IE VIII 
Dielectric Strength 
Phenolic Finish 
Rotameter Readi~ Dry Film Resistance Brea.k.down Voltage Dielectric 
Before After Thickness in circuit Strength 
Painting Painting recorded calculated 
(A) (B) (A-B) (C) (D) (20 )( C )(D) Volts/looo{A-B) 
mils mils mils megohms mv/2 volts kv/mil 
13.32 11.30 2.02 11 20.5 4510 2.23 
13.56 11.60 1.96 ll 28.8 6336 3.23 
13.55 11.71 1.84 ll 15.6 3432 1.87. 
13.51 ll.35 2.16 ll 28.2 6203 2.87 
14.87 12.95 1.92 ll 18.8 4136 2.15 
13.90 12.14 1.76 11 19.4 4267 2.42 
15.40 13.42 1.98 ll 16.6 3652 i.84 
15.86 ~3.88 1.98 11 26.0 5720 2.89 
15.21 13.41 1.80 ll 27.0 5940 3.30 
15.72 13.86 1.86 11 18.5 4(ff0 2.19 
13.13 11.69 1.44 ll 18.6 4CJJ2 2.84 
14.82 12.38 2.44 11 6.8 1496 .61 
15.36 13.71 1.65 ll 23.6 5192 -3~15 . 
14.63 13.05 1.58 ll 17.1 3762 2.38 
15.46 13.89 1.57 11 24.6 5412 3.45 
12.75 11.15 1.60 11 19.9 4377 2.74 
14.~ 12.49 1.53 ll 17.4 3827 2.50 
14.77 13.a; 1.68 ll 26.0 5720 3.40 
14.93 13.26 1.67 11 17.0 3740 2.24 
14.49 12.90 1.59 ll 16.2 3563 2.24 
12.29 10.73 1.56 ll 11.0 2420 1.55 
12.97 ll.29 1.68 11 21.9 4817 2.87 
14.40 13.30 1.10 11 17.2 3783 3.44 
15.00 13.71 1.35 11 19.7 4333 3.21 
-50-
TABIE VIII (contt) · 
Dielectric Strength 
Phenolic Finish 
Rotameter Rea.ding Dry Film Resistance Brea.kdown Voltage Dielectric 
Before After ihickness in circuit · Strength 
Painting Painting recorded calculated 
(A) (B) (A-B) (C} (D) (20)(C )(D) Volts/lOOO(A-B) 
mils mils mils me~ohms rrwl2 volts kv'lmil 
12.13 9.75 2.38 9 :,4.8 6264 2.6:; 
12.67 10.39 2.28 9 34.7 6245 2.74 
13.00 . 10.611. 2.36 9 38.5 6930 2.94, 
12.31 · 9.98 2~33 9 ;6.6 6588 2.83, 
15.83 13.75 2.a3 9 .38.2 6875 . 3~31 
12.02 · 9.68 2.34 9 39.:; 7074 :;.CY2 
1;.71 ll.46 2.25 9 41.6 7488 3,33 13.o6' ll.68 l.;8 9 32.1 5778 4.19 
13.13 ·10.65 2.48 9 37.0 6660 2.69 
12.38 9~88 2.50 9 33.4 6011 2~40 
14.41 11.75 2.66 9 . 34.0 6120 . 2.:;o 
13.27 10~69 2.58 . . 9 :;4..4 6191 2.40 
13.90 u.31 2~59 9 39.5 7ll0 2.75 
12.23 9.92 2.;1 9 :;5 .4. 6:;71 ·2.76. 
12.72 10.39 2.3:; 9 :;7.5 6750 2.90 
13.24 10.82 2.42 9 41.7 7505 3.10 
13.01 10.59 2.4.2 9 :;a.o .6840 2.8; 
14.28 11.87 2.41 9 35.5 6390 2.65 12.oa 9;80 2.28 9 34.5 6210 2.72 
12.18 9.98 2.20 9 · 30.5 5490 2.50· 
12.33 10.10 2.23 9 ;1.7 5705 2.56 
11.83 9~84 1.99 9 35.7 ~25 3,23 
12.98 10.87 2.ll 9 ;4.o 6120 2.90 
-51-
TABIE VIII (contt) 
,Dielectric Strength 
enolic Finish 
otameter Rea.ding Dry Film Resistance Breakdown Voltage Dielectric 
Before After 'l'hickness in circuit Strength 
Paint1Ilg Painting recorded ca.lculated 
(A) (B) (A-B) (C) (D) (20)(C)(D) Volts/lOOO(A-B) 
mils mils mils megohms Wll2 volts kv£mil 
12.95 10.18 2.77 ll ;1.6 6952 2.51 
1;.1; 10.60 2.5; 11 19.4 4267 1.69 
13.55 10.98 2.57 ll 28.3 6226 2.42 
13.28 10. 4 2.54 11 ;:,.o 7260 2.86 
1;.72 ll.()'.) 2.63 ll 27.4 6a27 2.29 
14.40 11.58 2.82 ll 26.4 5807 2.o6 
14.44 11.83 2.61 ll 31.4 6907 2.65 
14.70 12.21 2.49 9 47.3 8514 ;.42 
15.40 l2.84 2.56 ll ;5.8 7876 ;.oa 
15.20 12.58 2.62 9 31.8 5724 2.18 
4.00 11.48 2.52 ll 28.4 6247 2.48 
l4.o8 11.60 2.48 ll 7.8 1716 .69 
14.20 ll.74 2.46 ll 33.1 7282 2.96 
14.94, 12.48 2.46 11 19.5 4290 1.74 
12.66 10.;o 2.;6 9 41.9 7541 ;.20 
12.79 10.40 2.'9 9 ;8.7 6965 2.91 
1;.27 11.00 2.27 9 4-5 .o 8100 ;.57 1;.ai.. 11.60 2.24 9 42.7 7685 ;.4; 
1;.6; ll.4; 2.20 9 39.8 7164. ;.26 
12.62 10.49 2.1; 9 40.6 13d3 ;.43 
12.66 10.49 2.17 9 ;8.2 6875 ;.17 
12.77 10.78 1.99 9 23.5 4230 2.1; 
12.45 10.;4 2.11 9 19.0 34,20 1.62 
13.00 11.05 1.95 9 18.8 3384 1.74 
..... 52-
TABIE VIII (cont t) 
Dielectric Strength 
Phenolic Finish 
Rotameter Rea.ding Dry Film Resistance Breakdown Voltage Dielectric 
Before After 'l1lrl. ckness in circuit Strength 
Painting Painting recorded . calculated 
(A) (B) (A-B) (C) (D) (20)( C )(D) Vol ts/lOOO{A-B) 
mils mils mils megohms nw/2 . volts kv/mil 
11.19 9.18 2.01 9 11.7 2105 1.05 
11.89 9.78 2.11 9 19.6 3528 1.67" 
11.86 9.86 2.00 9_ 27.6 4968 2.48 
, · 12.13 10.0I- 2.09 9 27.4 4931 2.;6 
. 12. 79 10.79 2.00 9 31 .• 8 5724 2.86 
11.34 9.40 1.94 9 33.3 5994 3.QCJ 
12.05 , 10.0'2 2.03 9 24.0 4320 2.13 
12.21 10.16 2.05 9 30.4 5471 2.67 
12.66 10.71 1.95 9 33.0 5940 3.05 
13.28 11.24 2.0ll- 9 33.1 · 5958 2.92 
12.62 10.49 2.13 9 .33.5 6030 2.83 
13.38 11.15 2.23 9 37.5 6750 3~03 
1;5.65 11.39 2.26 9 24.0 . 4320 l~91 
13.92 11.64 2.28 9 ;6.3 6534 2.87, 
14.50 12.39 2.11 9 ;6.4 6551 3.li 
12.35 10.28 2.07 9 24.5 4410 2.13 
12.95 10.90 2.05 9 21.0 3780 l.84 
13.35 11.19 2.16 9 26.:, 4734 . 2.19 · 
12.26 11.29 .97 9 28.6 5148 5.31 14.oo 12.02 1.98 9 33.3 5994 3.03 
12.35 10.60 1.75 9 25.0 4500 2.57 
12.65 10.95 1.70 9 30.1 5418. 3.19 
12.26 10.86 · l.40 ·9 26~6 4788 3.42 
12.95 11.12 1.83 9 22.6 4o68 2.22 
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TABLE IX · 
Dielectric Strength. 
Vinyl Finish 
Rotameter Reading Dry Film Resistance Breakdown Voltage Dielectric 
Before After Thickness in circuit Strength 
Painting Painting recorded calculated 
(A) (B) (A-B) (C) (D) (20)(C)(D) Volts/lOOO(A·B) 
mils mils mils megohms rrwL2 volts kv{mi1 
· 10.81 8.85 1.96 7 34.o 4760 2.43 
ll.60 9.45 2.15 7 28;7 4ol7 1.87 
11.51 9.29 2~22 7 37 •. 6 5264 2.37 
·11.25 9;05 2.20 7 :;5;6 4984 .2.27 
11.29 9.19 2.10 7 31~2 · 4367 2~08 
12.76 ·10.:;2 2.44 7 41.8 5852 2.4o 
12.79 10~26 2.53 7 4o.6 5684 2.25 
12.75 10.12 2;6:; 7 41.2 5767 2.19 
12.86 10.28 2.58 7 4o~o 5600 2.17 
12.85 10.22 2.63 7 37.3 5222 1.99 
13.43 11.00 2.43 7 · 38.6 54o4 2;22 
13.55 11.02 2~53 7 42.6 5964 2.36 
13.85 11.25 2.60 7 4o.2 5627 2.16 
14.25 11.80 2.45 7 :;9.2 5487 · 2.24 14.35 11.82 2.53 7 39.2 5487 2.17 
14.22 11.95 2.27 7 38.8 5432 2.39 
14.oo 11.50 2~50 7 38.7 5417 2·.17 
14.25 11.80 2.45 7 '38;7 5417 2.21 
14.4o 11.90 2.50 7 39.5 5530 2.21 
14.20 11.70 2.50 7 38.6 54o4 . . 2.16 
12.05 9.85 2.20 . 7. . :;6.8 5152 2.:;4 
12.37 10.06 2~31 ·7 4LO 574o 2.48 
1:;.12 10.62 2.50 7 :;1.4 4395 1.76 
12.75 10.35 2.40 7 19.6 2744 l.14 
'-SS-
TABLE IX {contt) 
Dielectric Stren~h 
Vinyl Finish 
Rotemeter Reading Dry Film Resistance Breakdown Voltage Dielectric 
Before After Thickness in circuit Strength 
Painting Painting recorded calculated 
(A) (B) (A-B) (C) (D) (20)(C)(D) Volts/lOOO{A-B) 
mils mils mils megoJ:uns rrrvL2 volts k.vzm11 
12.13 8.85 3.28 11 30.2 6643 2.03 
12.67 9.20 3.47 11 32.5 7150 2.06 
13.00 9.41 3.59 11 31.7 6973 1.94 
,12.31 8.70 3.61 11 31.4 6907 1.91 
, 15.83 11.00 4.83 11 29.5 6490 1.34 
12.02 8.25 3.77 11 28.8 6336 1.68 
13.71 9.80 3.91 11 27.5 6o50 1.55 
13.o6 10.19 2.87 11 36.1 7942 2.77 
13.13 9.20 3.93 11 35.2 7743 1.97 
14.58 10.45 4.13 11 31.8 · 6996 1.69 
12.38 8.78 3.60 11 29.5 649() 1.8o 
13.75 9.59 4.16 11 29.8 6556 1.58 
14.41 10.51 3.90 11 30.0 .6600 1.69 
13.27 9.29 3.98 11 29.0 6380 1.60 
13.90 9.79 4.11 11 36.5 8030 1.95 
12.23 8.;o 3.93 11 28.8 6336 1.61 
12.72 8.85 3.87 11 28.5 6270 1.62 
13.24 9.44 ;.Bo 11 37.0 814o 2.14 
13.01 9.16 3.85 11 29.1 6402 1.66 
14.28 10.60 3.68 11 34.1 7502 2.o4 
12.o8 8.56 3.52 11 31.6 6952 1.98 
12.18 8.46 3.72 11 26.0 5720 1.54 
12.33 8.82 3.51 11 28.6 6292 1.79 
11.83 8.60 3.23 11 30.2 6643 2.o6 
12.98 9.68 3.30 11 19.1 4202 1.27 
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TABLE IX (co~'t) 
Dielectric Strength 
Vi~l Finish 
Rotameter Rea.ding Dry Film Resistance Breakdown Volt~e Dielectric 
Before After Thickness in circuit Strength 
Painting Painting recorded calculated 
(A) (B) (A-B) (C) (D) (20)(C)(D) Volts/lOOO(A-B) 
mils mils mils megohms rrw/2 volts kv/mil 
13.32 11.15 2.17 7 39.0 5460 2.52 
13.56 11.49 2.07 7 35.4 4955 2.39 
13.55 ll.4o 2.15 1 35.9 5025 2.34 
, · 13.51 11.22 2.29 7 37.2 5207 2.27 
14.87 12.6o 2.27 7 4o.4 5655 2.49 
13.90 11.33 2.57 1 4o.5 5670 2.21 
15.4o · 12.80 2.60 7 35.7 4997 1.92 
15.86 .13.21 2.65 7 8.5 1190 .45 
15.21 12.3() 2.91 7 ,1.2 5207 1.79 
15.72 12.92 2.80 7 31.6· 4424 1.58 
13.13 10.38 2.75 7 . ,6.4 5095 ·1.85 
14.82 12.00 2.82 7 4o.o 5600 1.99 
l.5.36 12.65 2.71 7 32.8 4592 .1~69 . 
14.63 11.86 2.77 7 41.6 5824 2.10 
15.46 12.69 2.77 7 44.o 6160 2.22 
12.75 9.90 2.85 1 ;8.1 5334 1.87 
14.02 11.15 2.87 7 37.8 .5292 1.84 
14.77 11.85 2.92 7 9.5 1330 .46 
14.93 12.29 2.64 1 35.2 4927 1.87 
14.49 11.70 2.79 7 42.6 5964 2.14 -
12.29 9.56 2.73 7 38.0 5320 1.95 
12.50 9.75 2.75 7 10.3 1442 .52 
12.97 10.23 . 2.74 . 7 13.1 1834 .67 
14.4o 11.79 2.61 7 45.8 6412 2.46 
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Discussion of Calculations 
All calculations were performed using the Royal McBee LGP-30 
digital computer. Flow. diagrams and copies of the actual . program 
are contained in figures 13 and 14 and tables 10 and 11 respective-
ly. 
The computer program was divided into three parts with a 
separate sub program for each part. 
The first part of the program calculated film thickness, 
breakdown voltage, and dielectric strength. These calculated re-
sults were then transferred, by the computer, to a punched tape 
suitable for use as a data tape in the second part of the program. 
The second part calculated the mean value of the dielectric 
strength, and the standard deviation from this mean value. The 
various dielectric strengths were examined by the computer for ex-
perimental validity. The values of dry film thiclmess and break-
down voltage, corresponding to the experimentally valid dielectric 
strengths, were then transferred, by the computer, to a punched 
tape suitable,form for use in the third part of the program. A new 
mean value for the dielectric strength was then calculated omitting 
the experimentally invalid data. 
The third part was a standard program obtained from the 
Ethyl Corporation. This program .calculated the best linear equa-
tion of dry film thickness vs. breakdown voltage. The correlation 
coefficient and the square ·o·f the residuals were also calculated. 
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The methods em.ployed by the first part of the computer pro-
gram are indicated in the subheadings of each column in the tabu-
lated results, as given in Tables 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, s, and 9. 
The mean value for the dielectric strengths was calculated 
using the following equation: 
- ~ x x= 
N (1) 
Wher x = mean value, x = calculated values of dielectric strength, 
and N = nwnber of calculated values. The value for standard devia-
tion was calculated from the following equation: 
(2) 
In this form, however, this equation is not in the most convenient 
form for use on the high speed computer. The following ma.nipula-
tions were performed to make equation (2) more adaptable to use on 
the computer • 
Equation (1) was rewritten as follows: 
Nx=fx 
Squaring and rewriting equation (2): 
N t12 = ~ (x - x) 2 
Upon expansion equation (4) becomes: 
but: 
2 ( 2 - -2) N()i = { x - 2.xx+x 
2 - -2 f x -f2x x + C x 







Substituting equation (7) into equation (6): 
_2 c. 2 -~ -2 N V' = c x -:- 2x ~x + Nx {8) 
Equation·(S) is the working equation used by the computer. 
The computer simultaneously calculated the sununation of the 
die~ectric strengths and the sunnnation of the squares of the die-
lect~ic strengths. The mean value was then calculated using equa-
tion (1). After the mean had been squared, the values of { x 2, i, 
~x, and .i2, were substituted into equation (8). The result was 
divided by N, and the square root extracted. The final result was 
the standard deviation (O'). 
In order to find the value of the standard deviation, with-
out a given datum (xt) equation (8) was again used in the following 
form: 
Where: 
N2 = N - 1 
O'i = Standard deviation without datum xt 
(~ x2) = ( ~x2) - (xt ) 2 2 . 
( ii x) 2 = ( • x) - xt 
i~ = (~ x) 2 / N2 . 
The· substitution of the above values into equation (9) provided a 
rapid method of ffuding the standard deviation without a given 
datum and cut the computing time by one third. 
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If the deviation of the given datum· from the mean was greater 
than four times the standard -deviation without it, the datwn was re-· 
jected as invalid. 
According to probability, with thirty or more samples, 
0.00634 per cent of the data will have a deviation equal to four 
times the standard deviation. This means that a datum the deviation 
of which is equal to four times the standard deviation has one 
chance in 15,772 of being a correct one. The possibility that a 
datum the deviation of which is greater than four times the stand-
ard deviation is correct is even more remote ( 6 ) • 
Since the dielectric strength is considered to be a constant 
for the range of thicknesses investigated, a plot of breakdown 
voltage vs. thickness then may be estimated by a straight line 
whose slope is equal to 1000 times the dielectric strength {volts/ 
mil), and passes through the origin. Table 12 shows a comparison 
of these estimated equations with those as obtained from part three 
of the computer program. 
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Procedure for Use of the Computer Program 
Part One. With data input routine number 11G4 B loaded, 
starting in location 4000 and data output number 12.8 loaded 
. starting in location 5800 of the computer, the program was loaded 
starting in location 4800. 
A sample data tape is illustrated in Appendix 1. The first 
group of numbers on the data tape represents the average rotometer 
reading for an uncoated panel. A negative number, the absolute 
value of which was less than 16, was placed after the last rota-
meter reading. The second group represents the rotameter reading 
of the painted panel. I_n the third group are found the milli-
vol ts/2 reading, whereas finally the fourth group of figures lists 
the number of 1 megohm resistors in the circuit. 
Since the average bare panel thickness remained the same 
each ti.me when readings from a given panel were computed, the typ-
ing of the data tapes was simplified by preparing a master tape 
containing the following: 
1) .004800' 
2) The input code word and the bare rotameter readings. 
3) The negative number described above. 
This tape was then copied at the beginning of each new data tape. 
With the program loaded as indicated above the data tape was 
ins_erted into the reader on the computer. ~e input control was 
then turned to "reader" arid the output control was switched to 
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''Punch". The "break point 32" button was depressed and the "start" 
button was pressed. 
The output from this part consisted of the values , of rota-
meter reading before painting, Fotameter reading after painting, 
dry film thickness, resistors in circuit, recorded breakdown volt-
age, .calculated breakdown voltage, and dielectric strength. These 
values were arranged in tabular form by the computer as shown in 
Tables 3, 4, s, 6, 7, 8, and 9. 
After the computer had stopped, the "transfer control" but-
ton was depressed and the "start!1 button was.pressed. 
The output was a data tape suitable for use in part two of 
the computer program. 
Since the same type of paint was tested on more than one 
panel, a means was provided whereby the data tape obtained from 
previous calculations could be combined with the results from the 
set just completed on the computer. 
In the cases where there was a data tape from previous cal-
culations, it was placed on the reader after the computer had stop-
ped for the first time. With the "transfer control" button in the 
up position, the "start" button was pressed. This caused the com-
pu~er to copy the old tape ·and place the new data just following 
the old data on the data tape. 
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Li:ndtations for Part One. Rotameter readings were, in all 
cases., required to be less than 16. If they were not, both the 
rotam.eter reading for the unpainted pan~J_ and the painte.d panel 
were decreased by the same amount in order to fit these limita-,, 
tions. 
It was required that the nwnber of resistors be less than 
16. 
The v:oltage could not exceed 10,000 volts. 
The calculated voltage was accurate only to three signifi-
cant figures. 
Part Two. With data output 12.8 loaded on the computer 
starting in location 450·0, and the square root sub-routine 15.l 
loaded starting in location 4800, the second part of the program 
was loaded, starting in location 4900. The first ti.me that the 
program was loaded the code word .0004900' was typed into the com-
puter to start the program. After the computer had completed one 
cycle the program was started again by pressing the •start" button. 
W:i.th the data tape obtained from part one of the computer inser:ted 
into the reader., the input control turned to "Reader", the output 
control on "typewriter", the tfbrea.l{ point 32" button in the "up" 
po~i tion, the "start" butt~m was· pressed. 
The output. from this portion of part two was two numbers. 
The first was the standard deviation from the mean dielectric 
strength and the second was this mean dielectric strength. 
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The computer then stopped after the.above output •. The out-
put control was changed to ffp1U1ch", the ''break point 32" button was 
depressed, and the "start" button was pr~ssed. 
The output was a data tape for part three containing all of 
the values of breakdown voltage and dry film thickness correspond-
ing to the values of.dielectric strength not discarded as described 
under Calculations. Each set of breakdown voltage and dry film 
thickness was separated by .a carriage return, while the omitted 
data were indicated by an extra carriage return. The computer 
st.opped after this data tape had been punched. 
· Th~ "start" button was pressed causing the computer to cor-
rect the value of mean dielectric strength. The computer stopped 
after this had been done. The output control was turned to "type-
writer", the ''break point 32" control released, and the "start" 
button pressed. The computer then printed the correct value of 
mean dielectric strength where the discarded values had been omit-
ted. 
Part Three. The following modifications were made· on the 
data tape from part two and care was taken that enough leader was 
left at the beginning and the end of the tape to allow for these 
adQ.itions. 








The output from part three of the program consisted of a 
tabulated array of coefficients and their variences. In addition, 
a table of the means of the variables, the variance of the cal.cu-
lated dependent variable, and the square of the multivariate cor-
relation coefficient were printed ( 1 ) • . 
A copy of the parts of the program, not including the stand-
ard sub-routines, is illustrated in Tables 10 - 11. The standard 




Co!!!euter Program: Part ·One 
4800 r6308 u4000 c6117 c6118 c6117 b50.49 
4806 u4809 b4832. a5048 y4832 y4855 a5047 
4812 y4830 y4849 a5047 y4837 y4903 a5047 
4818 y4839 y4908 a5047 y4$33 y4842 y4861 
4824 a.5047 y484o y4914 a5047 y4844 y4918 
·4830 b5200 t4925 s5100 h5500 b6117 a5044 
4836 h6117 b5300 m5050 m5400 h5600 m5051 
4842 d5500 d5052 h5700 b6118 a5048 h6118 
4848 pl600 b5200 a5040 m4854 · h5230 u4855 
4854 zl232 b5100 a5040 m4854 h5231 u4861 
4860 z0500 b5500 a504o m4854 h5232 u4903 
4902 zOOOO b5300 a504o m5041 h5·233 u49()8 
49()8 b54oO a5042 m486o h5234 u4914 z0616 
4914 b5600 m5044 h5235 · u4918 b5700 a5045 
4920 m4913 h5236 u5141 z0007 u4807 zOOOO 
4926 b5046 y4943 a5047 y494o a5047 y4937 
4932. 8oot4935 r5036 u5035 c614o c614o . b5700 
4938 r5023 u5006 b5600 r5023 · u5006 b5500 
4944 r5023 u5006 b4943 a5048 y4943 a5047 
. 4950 y494o a5047 y4937 b614o a5048 h6140 
4956 s6118 t4937 b5100 s5100 s5100 r5023 
4962 u5006 zOOOO z3200 z6000 z0253 01080000 
5004 n5012 u5013 h636o b5022 p0358 h6361 
5010 b6360 u5013 z0004 h6363 m5000 e5001 
5016 a5002 y5003 b6361 u5024 z0006 p3207 
5022 09000000 uOOOO s5003 h6361 t5021 b6363 -
5028 u5003 h5128 b5054 h5825 b5063 h5854 
5034 u5130 i0050 tOOOO r5023 u5006 u5035 
504o u6128 , z0008 00099998 zo4oo bOOOO 00147fq2 
5046 z5500 - zOlOO zOOOl z5100 50000000 20000000 
5052 . 7k000000 zo800 u5826 p2304 u5856 b5854 
5058 h5063 b5056 h5854 b5049 u4809 z4800 
5141 r5830 u5800 80075230 10224 20216 10013 
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TABLE XI 
Computer Program: Pa.rt Two 
44oo b504o y44o2 b5203 m4436 a4427 : h4427 
4406 b4428 , a4930 h4428 u5154 b6202 s4427 
4412 d4441 a4437 m4432 h6206 r4530 u4500 
4418 80016202 10211 c4426 c4426 c4427 c4428 
4424 z0039 u49QO 06000000 zOOOO zOOOO 02000000 
4430 oaoooooo 00006400 00019000 01000000 o4oooo00 20000000 
4436 yOOOO 00005lqj 000147fq u6128 bOOOO OgOOOOOO 
4442 b6200 s4428 h4441 u4410 m4449 h6225 · 
4448 u5143 zl232 zOOOO u4442 
4900 c6200 c6200 c6201 c6202 c6203 b4925 
4906 u4919 i0022 t4932 h5225 10025 h5545 
4912 i0027 h5901 b6200 a4930 h6200 b49()9 
4918 a4927 y4909 a4926 y49ll a4926 y4913 
4924 u4907 z5200 z0320 zOOOl 4ooooooo 4zOOOO 
4930 8zOOOO yOOOO b4925 y4937 b6200 s4929 
4936 h6260 b5225 m4931 a6202 h6202 b4937 
4942 a4927 y4937 b620l a4930 h620l s6260 
4948 t4937 b6202 d6200 h6204 c6205 c6205 
4954 c620l b4925 y4957 b5225 h6206 m4433 
4960 ni5206 a6205 h6205 b4957 a4927 y4957 
5002 b620l a4930 h620l s6260 t4957 b6202 
5oo8 d4429 m6204 m4928 h6216 b6204 h6206 
5014 n6206 d4430 m6200 h62ll b6205 m4929 
5020 · h6212 s6210 a6211 d6200 r4850 u480o 
5026 a4438 m4431 h6213 b6204 a4437 m4432 
5032 h6214 r4530 u4500 80026213 20211 z0049 
5038 b4925 y504o b5212 h62o6 m6206 m4433 
5044 h6214 b6205 s6214 h6215 b504o y5050 
5050 b5212 m4931 h6206 b6202 s6206 h6216 
5056 b6200 s4930 h6217 b6216 d6217 h6218 
5062 d4430 h6206 m62o6 m6217 h6220 b6215 
5104 m4434 h6221 b6218 d443() n6216 d4429 
5110 rn4928 h6222 b6221 s6222 a6220 d6217 
5116 r4850 u4800 m4435 h6223 b504o y5122 
5122 b5212 m4429 s6204 h6206 m6206 r4850 
5128 u48oo s6223 t5132 u44oo b504o a4926 
5134 y5137 a4926 y514o b5531 m444o h6224 
5140 b5851 a4439 u4446 r4530 u4500 80016225 
5146 10007 p3259 r4530 u4500 80016224 10007 
5152 p3205 zOOo6 pl6o7 b5o4o a4927 y504o 
5158 b4426 a4930 h4426 s626o t504o u4450 
START 
STORE 
C. R. · 
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III. DISCUSSION 
The discussion is presented in three sections: (1) discus-
sion of results, (2) reconnnend.ations, and (3) limitat~ons. 
Discussion of Results 
· From the figures as listed in Tables 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, s, and 9 
it was found that in all cases, except the oil finish, the mean 
dielectric strength of the finishes was considerably higher than 
that of the primers. The primers showed no great difference in 
dielectric strength from one type to another. Tb.ere was a somewhat 
larger difference in the dielectric strengths of the finishes. 
The correlation coefficient is a qualitative measure of how 
well a given set of data fit a given equation. If the correlation 
coefficient is 1.00 it indicates a perfect fit. If the correla-
tion coefficient is 0.00 no correlation whatsoever is indicated. 
Any values in between indicate, qualitatively, how well the equa-
tion describes the data. A list of the equations calculated and 
the correlation coefficient are given in Table 12. 
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TABLE Ill 
Comparison of Breakdown Voltage with Dry Fil.in Thickness 
TYPE OF MEAN ESTIMATED EQUATION ACTUAL EQUATION CORRELATION 
p_AINT FILM DIELECTRIC BREAKDOWN VOLTS BREAKDOWN VOLTS COEFFICIBNT 
STRENG'IH VS 'filICKNESS (MILS) VS THICKNESS (MILS) 
ALKYD PRIMER 1.29 Y = 1290X. Y = 749X + 1.41 .~4 
EPON PRIMER 1.34 Y = 1340X Y = 1020X + 1.19 .97 
OIL PRIMER 1.27 Y = 1270X Y = 820X + 1.25 .71 
EPON FINISH 2.37 Y = 2370X Y = 1800X + 1.12 .63 
OIL FINISH .49 Y = 490X Y = . 606X - • 32 !90 
PHENOLIC FINISH 2.63 Y = 2630X Y = 1990X + 1.3 .49 





The work done in this investigation was governed by the 
following limitations: 
Number of Tests. The number of tests varied from 75 for 
phenolic finish, vinyl finish, and epoxy·ester finish respectively 
to 225 for alkyd primer. 
Temperature. The temperature in the cabinet ·was kept at 
34°0~ ± 3°. 
Humidity. The relative humidity was maintained at 41 per 
cent,± 4. 
Breakdown Voltage. The maximum breakdown voltage possible 
was 10,000 volts. 
Age of Film. All films were allowed to reach the state of 




This investigation led to the follow~g conclusions: 
1. The dielectric strength of the coatings was in all cases 
independent of the thickness for the range investigated. 
2. In the case of finishes some differences in dielectric 
strength.were observed for the different materials investigated. 
3. The dielectric strength was approximately constant for 
all primers used. 
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v. SUMMA.RY 
The need for a rapid method to evaluate corrosion resistant 
prope~ties of anti-corrosive paints is apparent. 
The possibility of using the dielectric strength to evaluate 
these properties would not be unreasonable, if the dielectric 
strength of a coating ·is dependent upon the type of coating, _at a 
given dry film thickness, and if a correlation exists between this 
dielectric strength and the corrosion resistant_ properties of a 
paint film. 
The dielectric strengths of some anti-corrosive paints were 
calculated from measured value.s of dry film thickness and the cor-
responding breakdown voltage. 
A correlation coefficient was calculated to place signifi-
cance on the results. Since the dielectric strength was found to 
be constant within the range investigated the relationship be~een 
dry film thickness and breakdown voltage could be represented by a 
straight line. The equation of this line was calculated. All cal-




Sample Data Tape 
The :following is a ·sample data tape containing data used to 




14'40'141 441 15 1 40 115 1 20• 
14 1001 14 108 1 14 1 20 1 14 1 95 1 
12 1 66'12'79'13'27'13'84'13'63' 




10•50•10•52•111 88 1 11 1 68 1 
10•09•10 1 02 110•43•11•22• 
8'8o'8'50•9•48•10•18 19'95' 
81 80 1 8 1 50•9 1 48'10'18'9'95' 
8'88'8 1 90•9•09 1 8 186 1 8'45' 
-0000000' 
1+065400 1 
2•16 1 11 87 1 2•20 1 41 05 1 4182 1 






'8' '8' 1 611 611 6 1 
1 8 11 8 11 8 11 8 1 
1 8 11 8 11 8 11 8 1 
1 8 11 8 11 8 11 8 11 8 1 
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